Procedure to Opt in Life-long Email Service, @Link for Alumni after Graduation
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A. Note
This service is now opened for CUHK alumni. Please check ITSC homepage (https://www.itsc.cuhk.edu.hk/all-it/email-messaging-and-collaboration/link-email/) for your eligibility.

For enquiries, please contact ITSC

- Hotline: 3943 8845 (during office hours)
- Online Service Desk: http://servicedesk.itsc.cuhk.edu.hk

B. Opt-in as an Alum in MyCUHK


   Login with CUHK OnePass

   Login with
   - Alumni-ID@link.cuhk.edu.hk
     (same as your Student ID)
   - CUHK OnePass

2. Click MyPage.
3. Under **Life-Long Email Service Opt-in**, please click **opt in for @link email service (xxx@link.cuhk.edu.hk)**.

4. Read and agree the terms and conditions.

5. Provide your email alias and enter your password as instructed.

6. You will be able to use @Link and OneDrive 1 working day after a successful opt-in. 
   Login ID: **Alumni-ID@link.cuhk.edu.hk**
   Password: **OnePass Password**